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To: Mr. John Traversy 
 Secretary General 
 Canadian Radio-television and
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 Ottawa, Ontario 
 K1A 0N2 
 
 
Subject: Telecom Notice of Consultation CRTC 2013


wholesale high-speed access service issues related to interface rates, optional 
upstream speed rates, and modem certification requirements 
Reply Comments – Optional 


 
Dear Mr. Traversy, 
 
1. Bell Aliant Regional Communications, Limited Partnership (Bell Aliant) and Bell Canada 
(collectively, the Companies) are in receipt of comments regarding the 
requests for information related to
Operators Consortium Inc. (CNOC) 
dated 30 May 2013.  This represents the Companies
 
 
A low forecast for demand does 
rated at zero 
 
2. Both CNOC and Vaxination suggest that the relatively low level of demand 
the Companies' optional upstream service in 2014 and 2015 implies that the proposed rate of 
$3.75 per month is too high and that a much lower rate 
once again suggests that the true 
and $0.02 per month while Vaxination asserts that it has not seen any arguments to 
demonstrate there are any costs related to higher upload speeds not already covered by the 
capacity-based billing (CBB) regime.
 
3. In response, the Companies note tha
Companies have clearly demonstrated that there are incremental costs associated with the 
optional upstream service and that these costs are not close to zero.  
tariff application (TNs 411/7357) seeking to introduce an optional upstream speed of 7 Mbps 
associated with their business Gateway Access Service 
and 25 Mbps services, the Companies filed a Phase II cost study which provided the 
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Telecom Notice of Consultation CRTC 2013-80, Review of outstanding 
speed access service issues related to interface rates, optional 


upstream speed rates, and modem certification requirements (TNC 2013
Optional Upstream Speeds 


Bell Aliant Regional Communications, Limited Partnership (Bell Aliant) and Bell Canada 
(collectively, the Companies) are in receipt of comments regarding the Companies


ated to optional upstream speed services filed by Canadian Network 
Operators Consortium Inc. (CNOC) and Vaxination informatique (Vaxination) in submissions 


2013.  This represents the Companies' Reply Comments. 


A low forecast for demand does not imply that the optional upstream service should be 


Both CNOC and Vaxination suggest that the relatively low level of demand 
optional upstream service in 2014 and 2015 implies that the proposed rate of 


$3.75 per month is too high and that a much lower rate (if any) should apply.  Indeed, CNOC 
true cost per end-user of providing this service is betwe


while Vaxination asserts that it has not seen any arguments to 
demonstrate there are any costs related to higher upload speeds not already covered by the 


regime. 


In response, the Companies note that contrary to CNOC's and Vaxination
Companies have clearly demonstrated that there are incremental costs associated with the 
optional upstream service and that these costs are not close to zero.  As part of the Companies


TNs 411/7357) seeking to introduce an optional upstream speed of 7 Mbps 
associated with their business Gateway Access Service – Fibre to the Node (GAS
and 25 Mbps services, the Companies filed a Phase II cost study which provided the 
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Bell Aliant Regional Communications, Limited Partnership (Bell Aliant) and Bell Canada 
Companies' responses to 


Canadian Network 
Vaxination informatique (Vaxination) in submissions 


not imply that the optional upstream service should be 


Both CNOC and Vaxination suggest that the relatively low level of demand forecast for 
optional upstream service in 2014 and 2015 implies that the proposed rate of 


should apply.  Indeed, CNOC 
user of providing this service is between $0.00 


while Vaxination asserts that it has not seen any arguments to 
demonstrate there are any costs related to higher upload speeds not already covered by the 
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incremental costs associated with a higher upstream speed.  Further, in response to 
The Companies(CRTC)14Jun12-2 TNs 411/7357, the Companies confirmed that offering an 
optional upstream speed of 7 Mbps would cause the provision of future relief facilities.  This is 
based on the premise that a higher upstream speed generates more Gigabytes (GBs) of traffic 
per month, including not only higher upstream traffic but a higher downstream traffic as well.  
Consequently, higher monthly upstream traffic does cause more downstream traffic in the peak 
period and thus causes provisioning of future relief of facilities. 
 
4. Furthermore, as noted in the Companies' reply comments dated 11 April 2013, the 
Companies have initiated a Review and Vary Application of Telecom Decision CRTC 2013-72, 
Canadian Network Operators Consortium Inc. – Application requesting relief to address 
implementation of the capacity model approved in Telecom Regulatory Policy 2011-703 and 
Telecom Decision CRTC 2013-73, Canadian Network Operators Consortium Inc. – Application 
to review and vary Telecom Regulatory Policies 2011-703 and 2011-704 (collectively, the 
Review and Vary Application), which, in addition to seeking the application of a 50% mark-up to 
business WHSIA services, also seeks the re-instatement of the ability for companies to choose 
different business models for residence and business wholesale high-speed Internet access 
(WHSIA) services.  In the Companies' view, a prohibition against employing different business 
models for residence and business end-users needlessly removes flexibility in the system, in 
violation of the Policy Direction's requirement that regulation be minimally intrusive to achieve its 
objectives.  The Companies' 25 March 2013 Review and Vary Application is currently before the 
Commission and it is therefore not a foregone conclusion that the Companies will implement the 
CBB model for all of its WHSIA services. 
 
5. With respect to CNOC's erroneous claim that the costs associated with the optional 
upstream service are close to zero, the Companies note that this claim is based on the fact that 
there is only a $0.02 difference between the rate for the Companies' Residence GAS-FTTN 
16 Mbps service (which has an upstream speed of 1 Mbps) and the rate for Residence GAS-
FTTN 25 Mbps service (which has an upstream speed of 10 Mbps). 
 
6. In response, the Companies note that the relative difference between residential GAS-
FTTN access rates has no bearing on the proposed rate for an optional upstream service for 
Business GAS-FTTN services, which is usage-based.  Under the flat rate pricing approach 
approved for Business GAS-FTTN services in Telecom Regulatory Policy CRTC 2011-704, 
Billing practices for wholesale business high-speed access services, which is a pricing model 
the Companies advocate the use of for Business WHSIA services1, Business GAS-FTTN 
access rates reflect both access and usage-driven costs, where the usage-driven costs reflect 
an average of usage for customers with a 1 Mbps upstream speed, not a 7 Mbps upstream 
speed.  As noted above, a higher upstream speed generates more GB of traffic per month 
including not only higher upstream traffic but higher downstream traffic as well.  Contrary to 
CNOC's claims, these costs are not close to zero, as demonstrated by the Companies in the 
Phase II cost study referenced above for their proposed optional upstream service for Business 
GAS-FTTN services. 
 
7. Accordingly, for all the reasons stated above, CNOC's and Vaxination's comments 
should be disregarded. 
 
8. In addition, the Companies note that what is at issue in this proceeding is determining 
the appropriate cost-based rate for the Companies' proposed optional upstream service.  Since 
all the costs identified in the Companies' Phase II cost study are costs causal to demand and 
there are no costs causal to service, the level of forecasted demand (be it low or high) has 


                                                
1
  See the Companies 25 March 2013 Review and Vary Application of Decisions 2013-72 and 2013-73. 
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virtually no impact on the cost and therefore the proposed rate for this service.  Accordingly, 
CNOC's and Vaxination's concerns over low forecasts of demand are irrelevant to the task at 
hand, namely that of setting the appropriate cost-based rates for this service. 
 
9. Lastly, in the event that the Commission denies the Companies the ability to charge for 
their optional upstream service due to low demand for the service, the Companies submit that 
retroactivity of rates should also not apply since the administrative costs of calculating refunds 
and making billing system changes would be disproportionate to the benefits, in light of the low 
level of demand over that the past year.  The Companies estimate that in total, refunds would 
only amount to $3,500. 
 
10. In conclusion, for all the reasons stated above, the Companies submit that regardless of 
the level of forecast demand, it remains appropriate for the Companies to be compensated for 
the higher usage costs associated with a higher optional upstream speed and to the extent that 
that higher usage is not reflected in the access rate, it is appropriate for the Companies to 
recover those costs through a separate rate where that rate reflects Phase II costs plus a 50% 
mark-up. 
 
11. Please direct all inquiries or correspondence regarding this submission to Philippe 
Gauvin at (613) 785-6286 or e-mail to bell.regulatory@bell.ca. 
 
Yours truly, 
 
[ Original signed by D. Henry ] 
 


 
[ Original signed by P. Gauvin ] 
 


Denis E. Henry 
Bell Aliant 
Vice-President – Regulatory, Government Affairs 
and Public Law 


Philippe Gauvin 
Bell Canada 
Senior Counsel - Regulatory Law & Policy 


 
c.c.: Parties to TNC 2013-80 


Chris Seidl, CRTC 
Lynne Fancy, CRTC 
Doug Thurston, CRTC 
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